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1. Lewis structure From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia



The Lewis structure of a carbon atom, showing its four valence electrons



The Lewis structure of water Lewis structures (also known as Lewis diagrams) are diagrams that at show the boundings between atoms of a molecule and the lone pairs of electrons that may exist in the molecule.[1][2][3]. The Lewis structure was named after Gilbert Newton Lewis,, who introduced it in his 1916 article The Atom and the Molecule.[4] Lewis structures show each atom and its position in the structure of the molecule using its chemical symbol. Lines are drawn between atoms that are bonded to one another (pairs of dots can be used instead of lines). Excess electrons that form lone pairs are represented as lines,, and are placed next to the atoms. Many any of the elements react by gaining, losing or sharing electrons until they have achieved a valence shell electron configuration with a full octet of (8) electrons. This is the 'octet rule'. The simplest method that has been proposed for constructing Lewis structures: The he atoms are drawn showing the valence electrons, bonds are then formed by pairing up valence electrons of the atoms involved in the bond-making bond making process. process [5] A trick is to count up valence electrons, then count up up the number of electrons needed to complete the octet rule (or with Hydrogen just 2 electrons), then take the difference of these two numbers and your answer is the number of electrons that make up the bonds. The rest of the electrons just go and fill all the other atoms' octets. Vocabulary To bound : lier assembler. Bonding liaison Lone,, solitaire, isolé unique, ici plutôt plut « non liant ». Line : ligne, droite, ici segment puis bâton, liaison. Shell, coquille, obus, ici « externe » Next, le suivant, ici , à côté. Valence shell configuration, configuration des (électrons) externes . Pairing up, apparier, mettre par paire. Draw the LEWIS structure of the molecules CH4, NH3, C2H4, C2H2, HCl, CH3Cl, CH3NH2, NH2Cl2, H2O, H2O2, C02, ,NH4+, CH2O, CH3COCH3, CH3OH, HCOOH, CH3COOH
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2. Diagrams of the molecules



Two varieties of condensed structural formula, both showing butane



A skeletal diagram of butane



A space filling diagram for butane Chemical structures may be written in more compact forms, particularly when showing organic molecules.. In condensed structural formulas, many or even all of the covalent bonds may be left out, with subscripts indicating the number of identical groups attached to a particular atom. Another shorthand structural diagram is the skeletal formula (also known as a bond-line line formula or carbon skeleton diagram). In skeletal formulae, carbon atoms are not signified by the symbol C but by the vertices of the lines. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon are not shown — they can be inferred by counting the number of bonds to a particular carbon atom — each carbon bon is assumed to have four bonds in total, so any bonds not shown are, by implication, to hydrogen atoms.



 Molecular geometry and structural formulas
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Isobutane Molecular formula: C4H10 Semi-structural structural formula: (CH3)3CH



Butane Molecular formula: C4H10 Semi-structural structural formula: CH3CH2CH2CH3 The bounding of a molecule often has a strong influence on its physical and chemical properties and behavior. Two molecules composed of the same numbers of the same types of atoms (i.e. a pair of isomers) might have completely different chemical and/or physical properties if the atoms are connected differently or in different positions. In such cases, a structural formula is useful, as it illustrates which atoms are bonded to which other ones. From the connectivity, it is often possible to deduce the approximate shape of the molecule. molecule A chemical formula represents the types and spatial arrangement of bonds in the chemical, For example ethane consists of two carbon atoms single-bonded single bonded to each other, with each carbon atom having three hydrogen atoms bonded to it. Its chemical formula can be rendered as CH3CH3. In ethylene there is a double bond between the carbon atoms (and thus each carbon only has two hydrogens), therefore the chemical formula may be written: CH2CH2, and the fact that there is a double bond between the carbons is implicit because carbon has a valence of four. However, a more m explicit method is to write H2C=CH2 or less commonly H2C::CH2. The two lines (or two pairs of dots) indicate that a double bond connects the atoms on either side of them.
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